We report the first ground-based observation of the CATS-LIDAR onboard the ISS by the TAIGAHiSCORE gamma-ray facility, and the MASTER-Tunka Robotic telescope. HiSCORE detects unscattered laser light directly from the ISS, at up to km-scale distance from the laser beam spot on ground. The ISS-LIDAR turns out to be a unique calibration tool, in particular to verify the absolute astronomical pointing of HiSCORE. We detected the LIDAR for 11 ISS-passages; among these were observations of forward scattering of the laser beam in dense clouds, which might carry information complementary to the LIDAR technique. We expect other air Cherenkov installations like IACTs to benefit from this light source.
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Introduction
TAIGA-HiSCORE is a Cherenkov shower-front timing array, under construction at the Tunka site in Siberia, and part of the hybrid TAIGA facility for cosmic-ray and gamma-ray physics. TAIGA-HiSCORE is today a 0.25 km 2 detector array comprising 28 optical detector stations with ∼ 0.5m 2 sensitive area and 0.6 sr acceptance each, to detect ns-duration Cherenkov light flashes from gamma ray showers of E>50 TeV, arriving at the array within < 2 µs. For details see [1] - [5] .
Precision pointing for shower reconstruction is a key to detect astrophysical gamma-ray sources in HiSCORE [7] . This paper describes a unique method to verify, in the absence of strong detected astrophysical sources, the absolute HiSCORE pointing using as artificial light source the 532nm laser of the CATS-LIDAR on the International Space Station (ISS), which was serendipitously detected in the 2015/16 HiSCORE data set [6] . Absolute pointing calibration is based on the simultaneous observation by the robotic optical telescope MASTER-Tunka [12] . In addditon, ISS-events reflect the status of the atmoshphere, for some occasions scattering in clouds at km-scale distance has been detected.
ISS-CATS detection is now part of the standard observation and calibration program of HiS-CORE.
HiSCORE observation of the CATS-LIDAR onboard the ISS
Routine analysis of the 2015/16 data set revealed a few ∼ 1 second intervals of very high array trigger rates, with reconstructed shower directions close to zenith, resembling a fast moving point source of angular speed ∼ 1 deg/s. The event directions coincide with the trajectory of the ISS, passing almost vertically over the HiSCORE location, see the zoomed skyplot in Fig.1(a) . As the strong light source we identified the CATS-LIDAR (Cloud Aerosol Transport System) [11] onboard the ISS at 400 km height, emitting ∼1 mJ per pulse at 532 nm with 4 kHz repetition rate and 10 ns pulse duration. The beam points almost vertically downwards at small inclination (typically 1 − 2 o backwards), and diverges to a 14 m diameter spot on the ground.
The time-characteristics of the light signals, detected by the array during ISS passages ("ISSevents") are strikingly different from air shower events (EAS), which have a curved shower front: these are perfectly described by a plane light wave hitting HiSCORE, as described below. The observations are compatible with detection of the direct, unscattered LIDAR light component at distances of up to few km from the 1/e beam spot diameter on ground (footprint or "FFOV" [11] ). We note, that for the given ∼ 1 ns time resolution of HiSCORE, a spherical light front is indistinguishable from a plane wave for source distances beyond 80 km; thus the result is compatible with the CATS-LIDAR being the point-like light source.
For a total of 11 ISS-passages in the seasons 2015/16 and 2016/17, LIDAR-light was detected in HiSCORE. Table 1 gives the characteristics for all 2016/17 passages, with six detections in eight favorable ISS-passages. The example in Fig.1 shows the color-coded time-evolution for one passage in a 5-degree skyplot, together with the calculated ISS track. An extreme counting rate increase and periodic laser pulses are shown in the inserts of Fig.2 .
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ISS-LIDAR detection by TAIGA-HiSCORE R.Wischnewski 8 The above described ISS-passages with detection of direct, unscattered light, are complemented with more complicated situations, with the passage or parts of it affected by scattering. An interesting situation is shown in Fig.3 for 2015/12/06, where the usual direct light is detected in the central 5-degree skymap (left). At larger zenith angles (10 o -30 o ) for about 200 ms a fast moving light beam is detected -which is the ISS-laser beam hitting clouds at 10 km height and km-scale distance from HiSCORE, generating a pointlike source moving at ISS-speed (7.7 km/s), and seen with large angular speed from HiSCORE. An approximate reconstruction of the emission height is shown in Fig.4 (prelim.), and is overlayed with the total backscatter data from CATS [11] . 
ISS-LIDAR detection by TAIGA-HiSCORE R. 
Data anylsis 3.1 HiSCORE data analysis
The "ISS events" are extracted from HiSCORE standard data processing, that merges stations triggered within 2 µs, and calibrates their time and amplitude signals. Arrival directions are reconstructed fitting the light front arrival times with a plane wave model. A reconstruction with a spherical front profile gives similar results. In this work, we use reconstructed angles (φ ,θ ), UTC time and largest amplitude (MaxAmplitude), as found for each event.
HiSCORE-MASTER combined analysis
The robotic Telescope MASTER-Tunka [12] , located ∼500 m from HiSCORE, successfully recorded images of the full ISS/CATS-LIDAR passage on 2017/03/25 with its VWF camera, as shown in Fig.5(a) ). We used this coincident, independent detection to check the HiSCORE absolute direction reconstruction (absolute pointing), by comparing both observations. Due to the close distance of the ISS and the different location of the two detectors, the coordinates (R.A., Dec) of the MASTER detection are first corrected by the parallax effect, and then transformed into the HiSCORE local (horizontal) system of reference ( Fig.5(b) ). We select the brightest parts of both observations: for HiSCORE events with MaxAmplitude ≥10 5 (a.u.), and for MASTER the average coordinates of brightest pixels. We estimate the HiSCORE reconstruction mispointing, α MIS , by calculating the angular distance between the average reconstructed direction of the two detections. From this we obtain an upper limit on the HiSCORE mispointing of α mis ∼0. From further coincident HiSCORE-MASTER observations (including also the high-resolution MASTER-II camera), we expect to improve the precision of this method, to finally allow a fine adjustment of the HiSCORE pointing.
HiSCORE-CATS combined analysis
For each detected passage, we perform a combined analysis between HiSCORE and CATS data [11] , which contain position/orientation information on the ISS and the LIDAR beam as function of time. As a reference, the ISS orbital position in time is obtained from the NORAD TLEs data set (closest epoch to passage) [10] , and the SGP4 model [9] is used to transform to the observer location. Between CATS data and SGP4 prediction we observe a systematic shift in time of δt CAT S ∼1-2 sec, as shown by the curves in fig.6(a) , giving the time-evolution of zenith for ISS and detected events. While the reason for this CATS-shift is still under investigation, we perform an ad-hoc correction by δt CAT S . In turn, HiSCORE events (blue dots on Fig.6 ) are consistent with the ISS-TLE track, after an additional time-adjustment δt T LE of 0-0.7 s (average 0.2 s), that aligns the peak of the HiSCORE amplitude development in fig.6(b) with the closest distance to the CATS spot on ground (CATS-FFOV). It seems, that a limited precision of ISS-TLE location/time is the origin for this additional δt T LE , since HiSCORE UTC-times are well understood (GPSDO/RbClock controlled [3, 5] ). We regard results obtained for detailed geometry alignment etc as somewhat preliminary, until these effects are understood. Once precision location and timing for the ISS is established, all ISS passages can be used for precision calibration, like done for now for the HiSCORE-MASTER coincident observation in Fig.5 .
Application of the ISS-LIDAR
The main application of the CATS-LIDAR onboard the ISS for HiSCORE is the absolute pointing calibration, as discussed in Sect.3.2, and is so far based on precision observation of the CATS/LIDAR by MASTER. Once high precision ISS track prediction will be available, pointing calibration is possible for all passages (including historical).
Furthermore, 'ISS events' in HiSCORE can be used like for a perfectly known "test beam" (using the strikingly simple and deterministic arrival time pattern, as compared to the complex and stochastic EAS amplitude-time patterns) to:
• determine the HiSCORE angular resolution, by comparing directions for neighbouring ISS pulses: emitted from almost identical locations (from ISS motion expect 1 o /s / 4 kHz<.001 o ). See Fig.8(a) for a preliminary analysis, giving about 0.1 o resolution for plane wave events,
• calibrate the HiSCORE-station relative time-offsets using ISS-events ("time-offset calibration", as discussed in [2, 8] ). See Fig.8 (b) for a comparison with other calibration methods,
• measure the time jitter for each station, see [2] , • perform low level technical checks, like: array performance at large illumination, optimization of raw data extraction procedures (pulse extraction, amplitude definition), identification of small systematic effects (masked by stochastics dominated EAS analysis),
• verification of data-analysis procedures, shower reconstruction, etc.,
• a check of station/array amplitude calibration (investigation in progress).
Additionally, also the TAIGA Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes [3] will profit from the ISS-laser beam.
Conclusions
We report the first ground observation of the CATS-LIDAR onboard the ISS by the TAIGA- HiSCORE gamma-ray facility, and by the MASTER-Tunka Robotic telescope. Recorded data are compatible with HiSCORE seeing unscattered laser light events up to km-scale distance to the beam spot, which are following a plane wave front, with nsec jitter. The ISS-LIDAR turns out to be a unique calibration tool, it establishes a technology to verify absolute astronomical pointing of HiSCORE in combination with MASTER, thus preparing HiS-CORE for gamma-ray astronomy. The ISS 'calibration beam' can also be used for a variety of other technical tests and calibrations for HiSCORE. More combined observations will refine the ISS tracking, and allow for precision calibration also with HiSCORE-only detections.
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Studying light propagation in the atmosphere by a ground instrument like TAIGA-HiSCORE might complement the ISS-LIDAR technology by detecting the forward scattering componentas demonstrated for scattering in dense clouds. We expect, that also other instruments using the atmosphere as active target, like Imaging Air Cherekov Telescopes, will benefit from the ISS light source.
